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Hippocrates of Kos, the father of Western medicine, revolutionized
medicine in ancient Greece. He gathered medical knowledge from
other fields (magic, prophecy and philosophy) with which it had
traditionally been associated and established it as a distinct discipline
and profession. One of the doctrines he made, state that physicians
must record their findings and investigative methods in a very clear
and objective manner, so that these may be used by other physicians
in order to constantly develop medical art [1]. And we are still doing
it. We are constantly trying to show our own, sometimes slightly
different and sometimes completely diverse, point of view of specific
problem or condition. Through the history of medicine there is a lot of
examples of great findings which at first, were subjects of ridiculation
by the established authorities and societies, i.e. George Papanicolaou
and his cervical smear which first met with skepticism and resistance
from the medical community in 1928. This method was waiting for
15 years to be understood and used as a valid method for cervical
cancer detection and saved numerous lives wide world [2]. We, as
editors and reviewers, should consider any report of original research
to be published which, of course, is supported by valid data with
appropriate power. Even if those results are considered as strange,
peculiar or even useless for actual medical knowledge. We should
also give the priority to the papers describing novel diagnostic tools,
markers and surgical methods over the sequential reports concerning
the efficacy of some treatment options, especially when it was already
confirmed on the large cohorts. New point of view may be important
“trigger” for further development by other scientist or adjust it in
other disciplines. Moreover, we have to remember that not every
novelty or innovation must be confirmed in randomized controlled
trials. This of course relates more to the diagnostic methods than
treatment options. Nowadays, strong tendency to publish only results
from the RCT can be observed. It is easy to understand that those
results have the highest level of evidence because were obtained
from properly designed research [3]. Evidence-based medicine is
established on such results thus recommendations concerning certain
medical problem can be made and professionals can rely on them in
everyday clinical practice. It is built not only on the results of RCT but
also on the diagnostic methods which, sometimes markedly, improve
diagnosis accuracy. This of course influence on the therapy and its
efficacy. We should not forget that the proper diagnosis is the key for
success and we should not underestimate it.
This editorial is an appeal to the Editors and Reviewers who
decide whether or not to publish someone’s research just because
it seems wired and useless. Sometimes, novel idea, which at glance
looks peculiar, can be the base to create something more interesting
and useful in our practice. I hope that this Journal will give this
opportunity and will be perceived as open-minded for novel ideas
from the gynecological field of interests. We are waiting for interesting
ideas and propositions to develop our profession, even in better way
that Hippocrates could think of. Do not stop in the research and
don’t feel discouraged if it will not be published at first submission.
It might happen that next time the reviewer will understand this
point of view and new discovery will contribute to medical profession
improvement. First never follows.
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